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The Health Center is going right
on up. Notice the metal flashing
around the bottom to keep out the
rats.
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Brick work has already started
on the outside.
We never know what to expect
from the kids.
Do what you think they would
like and that turns out to be
wrong. Do the opposite and it will
turn out the other way.
Thought the five year old would
appreciate our coming by for ,him
after school yesterday so we did.
Turns out that he knew the way
home and greatly resented our
aid.
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lowing school b.- #
eie/.n lure
that passing regute
1aee 'ae st
violated. Cpl. A. B. ate C'e
today that motorists so
ways come to a full stop
meeting a school bus that is lo..
ing or unloading school children.
Some misunderstanding has arisen in the past as to whether motorists should stop when meeting
a bus that is loading or unloading
children, he said, but automobiles
should stop whether it is meeting
the bus or coming from behind.
Cpl. Futrell said that he had
driven over 200,000 miles in his
patrol duty, but that it is quieter
now than it has ever been.

U.S. Gives .
Red Planes
A Pasting

When he wanted to, walk to
school all by himself this morning
By United Press
we figured It would be alright.
Allied pilots have ggeen the Reds
three
blocks.
After all it is only
a pasting in MIG alley. ..
Below them, delegates tried to
we
received
was
The next report
find a key to peace, and failed
railroad,
by
the
that he was down
again.
still walking briskly to school.
So far, we don't have all the
details of the air battle. But we
missed
how
he
,re dowt know
know that' a considerable number
the school, since it takes up a of
Communist jet planes tried to
right
block
and
he
walked
whole
barrel through the area between
did.
past it, but he
the Yalu and the Chongchong
rivers, the place the pilots call
Anyway the incident this morn"MIG alley."
our
position
of
ing strengthened
Allied jets accepted the chalyesterday.
lenge, knocked down 12 Red MIG's
damaged three others. It was one.
Thanks to Mrs. Rubin James for
of the biggest kills of the war.
picking him up and taking him
One allied plane was lost but the
pack the six blocks to school. Said
pilot radioed that he was bailing
she thought that he was lost when
out.
there.
him
she, saw
The dogfights followed an attack on the big Chosen power
landThts date one year sgis: A
plant in northeast Korea. Ameried Preell survey snowed that 888
can itiperforts went through a
persons died in 1961 Labor Day
heavy overcast to radar-bomb
holiday acidents in the United
Communists trying to repair the
States, including 461 killed In traf- vital power
plant.
fic. This year, 440 persons died in
Action along the battleine is
holiday traffic.
limited to small, but mysterious
Red probing attacks.
history:
Henry
In
HudThis dale
Activity at the Panmunjom truce
son discovered Manhattan Island
table is at a virtual standstill
in 180e; France was proclaimed a
All tied and Communist delegates
Republic in 1870; the first commet briefly, exchanged angry
mercial electric lighting was turned
words, failed to end the prisoner
on in New York City in 1882; a
exchange deadlock Then they retheater fire in Exeter. England,
coiled for another week.
killed 200 persons in 1887; First
It was the sixth straight week
Lieutenant W T. Fitzsimmons of
the same thing has happened.
the Marine Corps became the first
American killed in battle in World
MAYOR'S PROCLAMATION FOR
War One in 1917.
Caller X-RAY MOBILE urn?

Accountants Will
Meet At Lake
The Kentucky Socety of Certified
Public Accountants will hold a
conference on accounting at the
Kenlake Hotel on September
Topics for discussion will be:
Problems of the Small Practitioner,
The Kentucky Accountancy Law
and Functions of the State Society.
Comparison of Lon gand Short
Form Audit Reports, State Taxation.
Charles H. Oakley. CPA of Murray Nand Harrar Taylor, CPA dr
Paducah will serve as co-chairman of the reception committee
Registration will begin at 2:00 pm
_sueutax, e.epternhere 2—

s-o.
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Praising the "invaluable work"
of the Calloway County Tuberculosis Association in fighting tuberculosis in Murray, Mayor George
Hart made public tiatlpy a formal
proclamation calling for 100 per
cent generous support of the 1952
Christmas Seal Sale. The campaign will be conducted by the
tuberculosis association from Nov.
19 to Christmas.
In issuing the proclamation, the
Mayor spoke of all" the excellent
tuberculosis-fighting pr6jects of the
association," but singled out the
association's health education and
case-finding programs for special
commendation.
"Working on a year-round basis,
the aasociation makes every effort
to get across to the people facts
about tuberculosis which help them

ease," the Mayor pointed out. "Another all-important aid has been
NOTICE
the work of the asrociation in
helping to find unknown cases of
A pie supper will be given at tuberculosis, a measure of the utFaxon School Friday night Sept- most impbrtance in preventing the
ember 5. The public is cordially further spread of this communicable disease in the community.
insitect_to attend
This is one of the major pro.111111
,
jects of the association, but they
.4.1111.•-•
are examples of Now the association Ca helping to bring the disease
under control in this area," said
lotting Hour, W89- Ili A. V
the Mayor. "I kppeal to every rstat PM
sident of this community to have
719- P.18 P.M
chest x-ray while the -mobile
unit Is in Calloway County, Sept.
Wednesday's complete records: 2-3-4-5.
Census_ 34
The text of the Mayor's proclaAdult Beds_ 60
mation 'follows:
Emergency Beds-28
WHEAREAS, tuberculosis, a comNew Citizens-1
municable disease, is a threat to
.`Patients Admitted-3
the health, lives, and happiness of
Patients Dismissed-7
the people of Calloway County in
Mr. Bobby Moore. 1108 Syca- cooperation
with the Calloway
more Mnrray; Mrs Coy Hale and County Health Department and
baby girj. Rt. 1. Murray: Mrs. Wa1.4.Murray. and,
fi ter Veal, Rt. 1. Mayfield; Mr. Jehn WHEAREAS. The Calloway CounColley, Farmington: Mrs. Lopd ty Tuberculosis - Association, is do()wen and baby boy. Rt 3. Hazel; ing invaluable work in bringing
Mrs. Joseph Holland and Baby tuberculosis under control in Murboy, Box 51, Columbus; Mrs. Artie ray and, Callow:ay County.
a Nix, 305 So 4th St. Murray: Mrs. THEREFORE, I, George
Hart,
. James Thompson. Rt. I, Hardin: Mayor of Murray, urge all resiMaster Robert Dwaine Ruthledge, dents of Murray to take the ad227 Spruce St. Murray: Mrs. Har- vantage'0? this opportunity to get
free chest ac-ray.
old Smith, Rt. 5 Benton; Mrs.
Charles Starks, Rt. 4, Murray.
George Hart
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Candidates Prepare to Unlimber
Heavy Artillery.In Campaigns

Murray High
PTA Holds
First Meeting
are than two hundred memrs registered at Murray High
school Wednesday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock for the opening meeting of the Parent-Teacher Asscation.
The members seemed very enthusiastic, following gethree month
absence from PTA duties, to resume their pork and make thls
a most successful school year.
The mass meeting. whicn was
held in the high school auditorium
was opened with group singing,
led by Irvin Gilson. music director
at Murray High *School
W. B. Moser, president of the
organization, presided over the
business meeting and introduced
Dr. Harrywood Gray, pastor of
the First Christian Church, who
gave an inspiring devotion.
"Jesus, too, was a teagaier" ersid
Dr. Gray pointing out the good
and constructive work that CIVI
be accomplished' by a ParentTeacher group "as it's seeds are
sown."
Mrs. Buford Hurt, treasurer, reported the treasury has a balance
of $20800 which was carried over
from last year.
Mrs. Moser reported briefly on
the state and national conventions which were held last year
and thanked the organization foe
sending hire as a delegate la each
of the meetings Mr. Moser, announcing that one thousand is the
membership goal set for this year,
urged that every parent and teacher reptesented in the school should
join theakssociation. He also said
that relatives other than parents
of the children are elgible to join
and attend all meetings.
W. Z. Carter, Superintendent nf
city schools, introduced the following new factelty members: Dennis Taylor, Miss Lorene Swann,
Miss Rebecca Tarry, Dub Russell
and Irvin Gilson.
Some of the highlights of Mr.
Carter's talk were: the most important task of PTA is to introduce the1 pvents and teachers
to one another;'the fact that PTA
has been responsible for more improvements in the school than
anything else. Some of the improvements being the $75,000 bond issue
which made possible the completioo
of the new school building. Other
Improvements are the auditorium
curtains and sound system, also
the bicycle racks. Mr. C a :t e r
closed his talk by saying "Education can do more to bring about
world peace than by trying to
force democracy on anyone."
The next meeting will be the
annual "Dad's Night" and will be
held on October 9.
HIT RUN DRIVER
TIES UP TRAFFIC
LOUISVILLE. Sept. 4 -(1..4)—A
hit-run driver tied up traffic for
miles this morning on Clark
Memorial Bridge at Louisville, and
police are searching for the driver.
A 1942 Studebaker coupe rammed into the rear of a truck aheed
of it. The truck nit the nest car
in line and before it was over
three trucks and two cars were
involved.
The car that started it all backed
up and pulled arouhd and headed
•
for Louisville.

Hurray Hospital

•
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Kentucky sunny this afternoon with highest 73 to 82."
Fair tonight evith low 52
to 58. Friday fer and warmer
with highest mid and.:upper 80's.

United Preas

ilED IN
LOWNESS
ORGIA'S
SNORER
IPLANDS

for

Why Not j
Do All
Your Shopping
In Murray

tie

J. and Fri.

All Retina Kentueirry Cotafnunity Newspaper

School Share
State Fund Is
$32,629,53

•
B. D. Fox, of the Fox Lumber Company, Nortonville,43*
signs a contract to construct a kitchen and dining hall
at the University of Kentucky's Western Kentucky Rural
Youth Camp, near Dawson Springs. The Nortonville
firm was low bidder on the project with a bid of $37,550. Left to right around Fox are J. B. Rieman, State
By United Press
Chief Engineer; Mack Sisk, Dawson Springs and FrankTwo American, beauties who
fort, general finance chairman for the camp;
J. W.
look good in bathing suits have
Whitehouse, Lexington, State 4-H Club leader; and T. R.
taken an early lead in the Miss
Bryant, associate editor of the Extension Service.for the America preliminaries.
University of Kentucky. The Construction work was scheThe iaontest ends Saturday in Atduled to begin Tuesday. The camp has received some lantic City and Miss America ef
$70,000 from the State Building Commission, the Univer- 1952 will be announced then. To
sity and individual donations, and still needs about $50.- make it, the winner will 'have to
the highest point total in
000 for its completion for which a finance campaign is earn
three appearances—one to show
now being conducted in the i Western Kentucky coun- how she looks, in a bathing suit.
ties to use the camp facilities.
another in an evening gown, and
a third to demonstrate her artistic
talents.
Last night, Miss California.—
• 1
• Jeanne Stiores of Azuza--and Mies
Alabama—Gwen Harmon of BirmDear Editor:
ingham—tied in the preliminary
You must be properly registered
bathing suit round. Miss District
to vote. There are only two more
of Columbia—Iris Anne Fitch....
days to correct your regeitration.
wonthe evening's talent prelimiSaturday wil be the last day./
The rutoMobile pictured below
The Labor Day demonstrations rammed a heavily loaded school nary.
In the true show-must-go on
will do little good without votes. bus Monday of this week. None of
Nebraska made a
It is shocking the voting has de- the children on the bus weee in- tradition. MISS
clined in recent years. Yes, we jured. however the occupants of talent appearance despite the pain
of an ankle she sprained this afneed to make this a government the automobile were injured.
ternoon. Miss Nebraska — Helen
of the people and all the people.
The frightening accident took
But, with only half of -them vot- place in the neighboring city of Frances Burhorn—appeared in a
wheel chair to play the piano.
ing this cannot be done.
Paris, Tennessee. as a school, bus
was to
have
Let every one vote as he pleases, pulled away from a scheduled Originally, she
danced. She will get another
and no one can question that right. bus step.
chance
if
the
ankle
heals in time.
I am expecting to cast my 60th
None of the school children on
annual vote and never have bean the bus were injured by the crash.
more happy to vote the straight which occurred in I rain stored
democratic ticket than this timea' The car, driven by Estelle. and
I urge every one to vote his own Era Terry of Paris, came over the
choice.
top of a hill. and as brakes were
I have not missed a chance to applied to avoid the cresh. it skidvote in my 60 years of voting. ded into the rear of the bus.
By United Press
Both parties are making real
Motorists in Calloway county are
Flames have spread death and
changes this time, so lets vote to reminded that the Kentucky law
make the change.
requires that all automobiles come destruction in two big fires.
Twelve persons are officially
T. 0. Turner to a full and complete halt when
school buses are either loading or reported .dead in an explosion and
unloading children. This holds true, fire that destroyed a soap and oil
TRUMAN TO VISIT
both when meeting' a school bele factory in Marseille. France.
And American helicopter proand when coming up behind the
By -United !resit
duction for Korea has beea seribut
White
House
says
The
President
State Police reported that they cutely hurt by another fire in an
Timman will visit the Coast Guard
have received instructions to 'fol- aircraft plant near Fort Worth,
Academy at New London. Conlow school buses on the hiehways Texas.
necticute. on Sept. 20th. News secThe French disaster is believed
of-thes state in order to appreheni
retary Joseph Short eays•Mr. Truto have been caused by an exviolators of the law.
man will make a "brief, informal.
Any violations of the law are be- plosive mixture used in makng
•
non-political talks"
soap. The blast shook practically
ing dealt with seVereIY.
all of Marseille and set fire to the
factory and 10 nearby homes. Poe:al-15 efent-iner
dead in the ruins, which would
make it 20 deed And 40 others
have been injured.
In Texas. fire started in a Bell
Aircraft warehouse used for stoping helicopter parts. There was
no loss of life but nine nersons
were injured. though none sericusly. Property damage is estimated at more than one million
dollars. But, more important, according to a Bell spokesman, Toes
of the parts in the warehouse
will cripple helicopter production.

Beauties Take
Early Lead In
Preliminaries

/
fftter Te Editor

For All
School Buses
Stop

Candidates Wasting
Time On Issues
Says Psychologist

I

Two Big Fires
Claim Many Lives

I What's The Score
With T. B. -

The wrecked front end of a Plymouth automobile that plowed into the rear of a
Henry county school bus during a rain storm Monday afternoon is shown in the picture above. A part of the school bus is at the right of the picture. The
bus
was
scarcely damaged and none of the children were hurt. Occupants of the car were
sent to the hospital with injuries.
Photo Courtesy teimeuee Highway Patrol
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i southern tour. The theme is "deal-By United Press
And
The 'epposing presidential can- I up-the-mess-in-Washington."
didates are getting ready to un- it brought cheers and applause in
limber some heaey artillety in Florida, Alabama, Georgia and Artheir battle for the White House.
kansas early this week.
. Republican
Candidete 'Dwight
Today, Eisenhower will go to Eisenhower and Dtmocratic Candi- Philadelphia. He will deliver ail
date Adlai Steverison are mapping informal address at Independence
strategy and polishing up speeches Square. and tonight will make a
for campaign tours.
formal speech on a radio and
Eisenhower will start an 11-day, television program. Tonight's talk
12-state "whistle stop" tour by is expected to be a broadside
train on September 15th. He has against Democra,tic foreign policy.
tentatively scheduled eight major From' Philadelphia, Eisenhower
speeches and 70 rear-platform talks will fly to Chicago for political
through the heart of the nation's conferences tomorrow. He will
farm belt. Hie tour will include make a farm speech at Xenon.
addresses in Indiana, Illinois, Min- Minnesota, on Saturday. He wia
*
nesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, attend a political parley in CleveKentucky, .Ohio, West Virginia, land on September eighth, and will
Maryland, North Cjeelina and Vir- make a major speech in Indianagtginia.
olis on September ninth.
The General is expected to deal
Democratic Candidate Stevenson
out a polished-tip aersion of the will open his nine-state western
stuff he dealt out on his recent tour when he flies to Denver tomorrow for a major speech. There
has been no hint as to Stevenson's
subject for his Denver talk, but
it is expected that he will deliver
a reply to the GOP chant that
is time for a change."
Stevenson will deliver a farm
speech at Kasson. Minnesota, on
Saturday. Then he will continue
his western tour.
, Today, Stevenson -is cleaning up
political odd jobs around the state
capital in Springfield, Illinois. He
FRANKFORT, Ky. Sept. 4, —The
has scheduled a news conference
Calloway County School district
for 11 a. m., EDT.
will receive 532.629 53 as its share
Stevenson has disclosed' that he
of the 55.573.000 State Equalizawill make an important southern
tion Fund for Common Schools this
tour next month—hitting much of
year. it was announced today by
the territory covered by EisenSuperintendent of Publie Instruchower this week. The Democratie
tion Wendell P. Butler.
candidate says he had the SouthThe equalization fund is in adern trip lined up shortly after the
dition to sums received by the discampaign, but ,some observers are
out
of
trict
the $26.212,500 comof the opinion that lie will use
mon school fund which is listributhe trip to put out any fires of
ted on a census pupil basis among
revolt that may have been touched
all school districts in Kentucky.
off by Eisenhower's invasion of
The census pupil allotments must
Dixie.
be spent tenteety for teacher salMeanwhile, backers of the oparies, while the emialization fund
posing candidates are oratorically
may be spent for this or other
active.
school purposes.
Senate!. Estes Kefauver, who lost
to Stevenson as the choice for the
Democratic standard-bearer, has
asked his supporters to throw their
weight behind the Illinois Governor. Kefauver says Stevenson will
fight corruption in government and
fight for Democratic ideals.
By United Press
And Secretary of State Dean
A prominent psychologist in Acheson says he may speak up tf
WaShington say. the opposine pre- he thinks Republican charges are
sidential candidates are wasting threatening administration foreign
their time campaigning' on issues. policies. Acheson told a news conHe says the people will decide ference that President Truman
-thee election largely on the basis dealt adequately with the quesof persenalities. not isues.
tion of liberation of iron curtairt
Sanford. execu- victims.
Dr. Fillmore
tive secretary of the American
On the Republican side, GOP
Psychological Association, says per- Foreign Policy Adviser John Fossrirratfty is a political really.
ter Dulles has accused Mr. Truman
The next president, says Dr nf trying to belittle General EisenSanford, will be the candidate hower. Dulles says the Truman
who best sells himself to the administration's policies are leading
public as a man of strength and the nation toward another world
competence, who is personally, war. And Dulles says Eisenhower's
very human, and who champions foreign policies would lay the
.
the little man'e cause.
groundwork for true peace.
The doctor, however, refuses to
say whether he thinks Tlemecratic
ceodidate Stevenson cir Republican
candidate -Eisenhower comes closer
to his thumbnail description,
fanwever. he says . the biggest
hurdle Eisenhower' has to meke in
the public eye is his switch from
General to politician. Stevenson's QUESTION
School days are here again! Whan
big difficulty, he says, is that the
public regards him as an intellec- you were going to school whit
subjects dick.you like best' What
tual.
.
Both he says. should try to subjects did you like least. Which
.matteallatralaFera
e pu lc on
sell themse yes
•
their personal warmth and forget and worst grades in. Who was'dew
theoretical issues like foreign favorite school teacher,?.
ANSWERS
policy.
•
Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby: 7 alwaya liked arithmetic bee', and
history least. I guess my best
grades . were in arithmecic.' My
worst were. in history for I never
could remember dates. My favorite
teacher was Blanch Sherman.
fly United Preto%
has
honored
throe
'nation
The
Miss Shirlery. Steetey: I liked
Marines who died in Korea with' typing best,,,but I liked all comdecoration.—
its highest military
mercial subjects. I didn't like althe Congressional Medal of Honor. gebear at all. I made my :beat
of
the
enlisted
men
The families
grades in typing and ,my Worse
were presented the Medals. in
grades were in sallebra. Mr. Guneeremony at the Pentagon In ter wa: my favorite teacher.
Washington.
Mrs. John Falwell: My favorite
One medal weht to the widow subject was history, and the one
of Sergeant James Poynter of that I liked least was geernetry.
Doevney. California. Poynter charg- My best grades were in history. I
ed-ahree enemy machine gun poei- guess my worst grades were in
tione-and ,killed the crews in two geometry. I don't think I had a
before he was mortally wounded. favorite 'among teachers. I liked
Another went to the moth.- of them all
Corporal Charles Abrell of terre
Mn, Berman K. Eli's: I liked
Haute: Indians. Corporal Ahrell history beat. I don't know what /
hurled himself into a Communist liked least, I just liked tnern al81,
bunker clutching a e llare hand because I liked school. I made my
grenade. The enemy, gtin crew best grades in history and my
died with him.
worse in algebra. My favorite
The' third medal 'of Honor wenti teacher was Vernon James.
to Sergeant Frederick IVfausert of
Mrs. Raymond Hamlin: I think
Dresher. Pa. Matisert was severely I liked spelling the best. I didn't
wounded during an assault on like arithmetic at all. I Made the
enemy positions—but he led' 'his best grades in spelling and the
squad forwa/d until he was final- worst in arithmtftic. Wells Lasly killed Xi7'-machine gun fire.
siter was mat favorite teacher.

Here is the box 3-ore In the
county's fight against Ttiberculosie,
number one killer in the stale
among the diseases.
The. TB trailer, parked on the
corner of the court Iceiare is talcing FREE x-rays of everyone who
comes in.
Tuesday-484 x-rays taken.
Wednesday-7.04—nerays taken.
That is a Una] acif 1188 people
who will anon learn how they
stand with TB. Each will reeei,
a card indicating whether they
are free of Tuberculosis or whether they need treatinent:-..Get yours
_
today.

Inquiring
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Three Marines'Are
Honored With Medal
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Va:t even though his old one has
another season to run Hoopel- says
eaach Bill blaming also has beee
le -hired for 1953

iDurocher Still Has Hopes For
Giant Pennant; New Contract

_ THE LEDGER & TiMES
I he Lalioway Times, ad The
' t e.eatuckwn. January

_LOOK! LOOK!

ers on tin' same American tearn
WILL PAY TIM WEEK
•
By United Prima
counter-uct So20c
Maybe New York Giant fans , would do much to
Heavy Hens
have given up on their "miracle viet propaganda.
15c
Leghorns
J AN1E C HitLIA alb, PUBLineHER
The Detroit 'Tigers have recalled
boys" of 1961. But not Manager
12c
and Cox
Phillips
John
Outfielder
chipper
as
was
He
Durocher.
Leo
25c
reject any Advertising Letters to the Editor,
ffe reserve the nee
as ever yesterday Shortstop Bill Tuttle from Buffalo. Fryers
confident
and
40c
Fr Public Voice items waich in our opinion are not for the best interest
afternoon after signing a new They will report after the Interna- Eggs
•
;
el our readers.
tional League ends Sunday.
Giant oontract. It's for one year.
Market Price for
Highest
1
National League President WarAbout two o'clock Wednesday,
THE KENTUCKY PEESS tatiOCIATION
Club President • riorace Stonehaas ren Giles has turned down a prie Prices sabjeci to change wwsous
LLACE
ER
WIT!.
CO.„ 1366
NATIONAL REt'RESLNTATIVES
called in New York newsmen and test by Eddie Stanky. The St.
patios
fara Ave„ New York; 304 N. Michigan
a7.0nrot, Metophis. Tenz..
told them he was giving Durocher Louis Cardinal Manager claimed
fliy Veiled Press
Eve, Cbt
capis; M Bolyston St... postai..
.
new
a
in
and
the
confidence
Cincinnati
of
vote
by
a
interference
as the popular choice today
Phone 441
York Yankees and rates
The
Day 'oath 13th St.
some of the nation's top pros contract. It's believed that Leo, second game of the Lebor
Residence Phone 441
Broklyn Dodgers continue their as
in the Empire State Open whose contract expired at the end double-header, but Umpire Torn
up
tee
Shigeed at Use Post utter \Surrey, liGentuiekY, NH' tratistsaseloa
.
-rush for the major league pentournament at Elsmere. We. of this year. will get five thous- Gorman ruled otherwise. Giles toid
Gansu, Clay MAE it
nants today in Philadelphia and Golf
Stational Lessee
Snead is expected to get and dollars more next year, As Stanky in a telegram-"alegal inYork.
W L Pet.
Boston. The Yank's play the A's
'learn
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. BY Carrier
elarres, per week 15c. pet
of competition from such usual, there was no official an- terference is a judgement play.
plenty
84 44 656
under lights, while, in other games
Brooklyn
nouncement of money matters. Ptotests based on an umpire's
diesatil 65c Ac Calloway and adMinina saalettek Per Y•ar, 33.50; saw
76 52 594
Boston% is at Washington for an stars as defending champion Buck However, Durocher is expected to judgement cannot be considered".
New York
wiser* NAO.
arc-lighter and Detroit Is at Cle- White of Greenwood, Mississippi draw 50-thousand in 1053. •
75 57 .568
St. Lous
Portland of the Pacific Coast
veland and St. Louis at Chicago and Ted Kroll of New Hartford,
72 1" .558
Philadelphia
A smiling Durocher told news- League has signed Manager Clay
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1952
In the afternoon. The Brooklyn-at- New York. Kroll won the Insur- men his Giants couli overtake the Hopper to a zlew two-year con66 69 .489
Chicago
Boston contest al110 will be glayed ance City Open at Hartford, Con- Brooklyn Dodgers despite the
56 75 .436
Cincinnati
38 74 .431
under lights, as will Chicago at necticut, earlier this week.
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from
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being furnished agencies affected.
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Fulton 3, Union City 2
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the new order.
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1
• 'V 11/
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DELICIOUS EATING APPLES, golden & red, lb. 10c
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32c
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Than
Better
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NEW CALIFORNIA PEACHES, evaporated, lb.
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Chicago at St Louts
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THE BIG FALL RUSH

Have Your Fall Woolens and Back to
School Clothes SAN1TONE
CLEANED NOW!
I

-.

From September 15th to September 20th
we will be rushed. Get your Cleaning
in EARLY!

!

•

For Better diiality

No other drink
/Was you up like

&r. Popper
sk..;.r.st, • f Itr Pepptr a .••
Ti,.p.ci.;
new "life' and energy for ss.,ti or

BOONE LAUNDRY and CLEANERS

fur, at huMe or VIII V Enjoy it in the
ale-bottle carton or !h.. 12-bottle carton
e:A took for it •t
bly it by the case
r ..ets foisatitiar •nd .riiiiirsa reathiews tad

,$'#t'2"/

f[Ala 4711801

Bacon, 1 lb. sliced,
. 39c
no rind, lb.
Bacon Squares,

fAST term

sugar cured,

r,at LISA I

BUG KILLER
litr•O1111 5410 0,04•111
an4

FRESH

MEATS

lb. 29c

Pork_Chogeairst
cuts, lb.

jxoar._
60c

•
Beef Stew, tender,
• 48c
lb.
59c

Ground Beef, lb.
Wane tse,
Sirloin Steak,
Grade-A, lb. ..

89c

Bologna, 2 lbs. .
PINT
Pure Litre', white,

$1.19

75(

5r0rellbis
mo
. cui
. . . $6.35
anrd

OUAIrt
ME hefty., I Snow Cap
50 lb. can

m
She'd

$7.25

FRYERS • FROZEN FOODS
CANADIAN BACON

SWANN'S GROCERY
208 South Fourth Street
Phone 24
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LOOK!

rtillS WEEK
20c
15c
12c
25c
40c

.-"'"ird.11.••
'
"...
'

•ket price for
HAna
, change withou•

Produce
Phone 441
Phone 441

For
Prompt
Delivery
caN
\ 275

FOR SALE

Phone

Dial

Gold

Friday, September 6, INS
•

K CO 1
O'clock
2, 1952
1045
26.00-28-00
20.06-24.00 •
26.00-30.00
16.00-18.00
10.00-15.00
14.00-22.00
32.00
22.00
26.50
14.00-23.50

20.35

12.45
1:00
1:45
2:00
2 05
2:45
00
3:05
3- 15
3_30
3:45
3:30
3.45
4:90
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:16
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:25

11:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
6:55
LAI
7:15

Farm Fele
Farm Fair
Hymn 'rime
Calloway Capers
New/
Morning ghee,
Clock Watcher
to 11:00
1100 News
8:15 Morning Devotioc

8 30 Orgen Hi eeries
111.45 Morning npeeias
telomegits of Devotion
9'13 Melody Time
945 Public Service
10:00 News
10:05 Rural Rhythm
16:11 Rural Rhythm
10.30 Lean Back and Listen
10.46 Lean Back end Listen
11:00 1340 club
U:15 1340 club
11:30 Favente Vocals
11.45 Haryester Hymntime

Luncheon Music
All star to 1:45
Here's to Vets
news
Music for you to 2:45
Wonderland of Vision
News
Western Star
Western Star
Music for Wed.
Music for Wed.
Music for Thursday
Music for Thursday
Postcard Parade to 5:00

Sports Paraae

12.00 News
12:15 Noontime Frolics
12:30 Church of Christ

agle
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I Cut Roses Can
Be Kept For
Two wee
Many rem lovers will admit that
doesn't alwayi fit in with their
own. Spectaclar displays of roses
often seem to come too early far
the flower show or spec;a1 event
selected for exhibits from the garden.
Research has now come no with

sonA practical suggestions to Mali°
the toring of roses more effective
nod reliable for home gardeners.
Expe riments demonstrate that under the right condition, flowers
can be kept for almost two weeks
and still compare favorably with
fresh cut flowers.
Naturally, good results depend
primarily on good healthy planes.
v
oggoureotes
Vl
, Mahaprder
ykins
, Fred Howard,
varieti
Helen Traubel and Chrysler
penal, All-America award winners, will provide a continous supply of roses which will stand up
well under storage conditions.
The three important factors In
storing ocses are temperaturemoistun., and sugar content. A high

PAGE THREB

temperature will speed the normal wil speed the opening of the flow- lean be used successfully„
-Cut roses in the afternoon just
functions-of the rose , and gush it ers and the dropping -0T.petlIS.'l as the first petals are beginning
quickly past its peak. Recent exSugar is the third factor in to unfold, and without placiug
periments showed that cut roses
*1st hest at a constant tempera- effective rose storage. The ,,treat- them in water, place them in toe
ture of 31 degrees. In the average er the quantity of sugar present storage container. Put the container
home refrigerator, roses should in the rose when it is cut, tile' in the refrigerator and keep the
be kept on the first shelf below better its lasting qualities. Roses temperature as close to 31 degrees
the freezing unit where th-e ten:t- should be cut on a bright day 'in as the container in the refrigerapetature will be closest to the the afternoon when the . sugar tor' and keep the tempereature as
supply .has been built to its high- close to 31 degrees as possible.
est level.
Water is second
estal)lished
-mean.in importance in
When removing the flowers from
storing roses. To prevent transContainers for storing cut roses storage, cut about an inch dee the
piration, (evaporation of water from
are easily improvised. It should stem ends and place 'hem Et
leaves and petals) roses should be
be kept in mind that the evntainer warm water to speed up the rypacked in containers that are wises,
must be Moisture „proof and air sumptlon of .normal functiOns. ,
tore proof and air tight Staring
tight. Mailing tubes coated with While the roses are still in warm
with the stems out of water furparaffin, cellophane cpntainers, po- water, place the container in a'
ther slows down the plant cycle
tato chip cans and deep freeze cool place for six to eight hourf g
end keeps the flowers from openwrappers are all materials that to cqndition the Hewers.
ing. Plunging the stems into water

I

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

( GOODNESS
FLYING-

.71

FISH

WHETHER it's a letter you want
mailed to 20,000, or just a dozen
party tallies or favors--a club
year book or a program sheet
For the best in Mimeographing
Call PROFESSIONAL MIMEOGRAPHING SERVICE PHONE
13.5
S4c
FOR SALE: Used Frigidaire Refrigerator, phone 1084-R
ele
FOR SALE Eight beautiful collie
puppies, sable and White, finest
bloodlines; also several tiny little black and tan old fashion
nit terriere, very reasonable See
them
Sun. Sept. 7th.
only
Tel. 177
S8p

••:.•
--1
NOTICE"
NO DOGS
ALLOWED
IN Pit.RK

V/11.1. CARE for two children in
my home while mother works,
ages 3-5 preferred. Call 1555-R
Sap

'Teatime Topics
Teatime Topics
Sagebrush Serenade
News
ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
Between the Lines
Western Caravan
. IN 'ONE HOUR
Western Caravan
If not pleased. your 40e back.
With the &mei
This STRONG fungiede SLOUCHS
With the Band.:
OFF the outer skin to expose burSt. Louis baseball game to ied
fungi. Kills it on contact. Get
10:00
Greases-es, Instant-drying
4-L at
10:00 News
any drug store. Today at Holland
0:15 Listeners Request to 11:00,;I Drug
Store.
.21
11:00 Sign Off,
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FOR SALE: New Sed Room Suite
$1.V5 and three used ones
eal*. $79.95, and $69.95. If you
need a bedroom suite come to
FOR RENT: Two apartments, 3 FOR SALE: New Kroehler living
Riley's No. 2 Bargain Store, 105
3 rooms.each, furnished and unroom suites greatly reduced. Als5c
N. 3rd. street
furnished. Telephone 530-J or
so Jamisen and Simmons living
746-R
Sec
room antes reduced. Many bargains in used suites $14.95 up. FOR SALE: }Loose hold furniture,
sofa bed, dining room suite, bed
Riley's No. 2 Bargain Store, 106
WANTED TO RENT-Ihree room
room suites, piano, refrigerator,
N. 3rd Street.
S5e
furnished apartment for couple
ruRC and etc., alrieu-a few farm
and 8year old child call b twic FOR SALE: Two ready to go retool -May be seen at the home
of the late Jake Mayer, Hazel,
irigeratars $39.95 and $79.95. 11
you need a refrigerator, we
Ky. on Thursday and • Friday,
FOR RENT: Available Sept. 1st 3
need the space. Riley's No. 2
Sept. 4th and 5th.
Sept. 5p
room apartment. Duplex. 1615
Bargain Store, 105 N. 3rd street
FOR
By
SALE:
owner,
seen
large
Miller Ave. Partly furnished.
Ste
room two bath house with,breekCall W. Z. Carter 7'39-J
Sec
fast room and utility room. Well
FOR SALE: Used washers from
insulated. Electric heat, attic
$29.96 o 79.96. Also new May.
with storage space, house only
tag washers. All models If you
FOR RENT: Duplex Apartment.
one year old. Call 291.
s5c
see
Four .-rooms and bath. Newly
need a washer, be sui..
these. Riley's No. 2 bargain FOR SALE: Admiral
decorated, unfurnished. 1403
.etevision. It
Store, 106 N. 3rd Street
Hughes Ave.
50p
85c
Inch console with doors. 25 ft
antenna and bolter, used
months ge,25 or trade for Aeep
freeze. 316 N. 12th phone 312-J
Entertainment
S4c
For The Best In Radio
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60(
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went noisUy upstairs, determined
woman telephoned? . . .
her, snake her face up to
He stood in the snow, quite still, to waken
tonight.
unbelieving-until at last he had this thing
She wasn't in their room. She
been compelled to believe.
probably moved on with the
He had received no message, last had
party, to another house, to the
night. from Mrs. Peterson.
Country club . . . Well, no matter.
There had been several calls He couldn't have talked with her
during the evening. Eve had taken tonight, an y w a y. She'd have
all of them. She'd chattered inter- yawned in hie face.
minably with one of her friends
He would have it out with her
about the gowns they'd wear at the
morning.
club -New Year's part y. She'd In the
She wore the embroidered silk
turned down an invitation for
bridge. "You didn't want to go, did housecoat with the rod cord frogs
you?" No, he hadn't wanted to go. all down the front. For breakfast,
And once she'd said, when Jeremy Song Lee served them braised kidlooked up Inquiringly from the neys and bacon and tumblers of
radio as she came from the tele- orange juice, and the sun blazed
phone, "Wrong number...darling." on lteness outside and lay in
strips across the table. '
narr
Casually, fluidly.
It all looks so perIVrong number. Jeremy had Jeremillhought,
fect.
stood on the Petersons' steps until
Eve murmured, "You're not eatthe snow lee deep in the rim of his
fedora, tufted his shoulders. At ing." and heaped her own plate.
last he'd stumbled along the un- She boasted that her weight never
went above one hundred and ten,
shoveled walk to his car.
It was quite possible that the no matter what she ate.
Jeremy said, "Jamie Peterson
boy might hot have lived, anyway.
But he. and the child's mother, died yesterday."
Her brows matched
"Peterson?"
would have had the consolatios of
everything done within their power. the upward intonation. She cocked
If Eve had not lied about that tele- her head • little to one side.
He looked at her and away. She
phone message . . .
Things had gone far beyond that wouldn't know, of course. Jones,
simple remedy of a month in the Smith, Peterson. All the same, to
sum In this moment of recogni- Eve.
0.
"Walt. Mrs. Peterson. T..
Iles and petty, "Eve," he said. "There was a tele"I frkel to get you. Last night I manta of Eve's
subterfuge*. Again and phone call for me from Mrs. Peterpointleies
Ireland
Mrs.
called your house.
again her lies would be bdtween bon night before last. Why chdleet
said that pow were not at home.
she I get it?"
left a message -with her that Jamie them. She lied as easily as
"Didn't you ?"
And in the end her lies
hnd taken n turn far :he merge. laughed.
"I didn't get the mesuiage,".he •
push them miles apart
You did not came. This rsorneng; would
_
Could you despise the lies with- said.
. But
Doctor Furlong came
"Miss Graham is getting careout coming to despise the liar?
Jamie is plead."
her,
to
speak
should
The snowdrifts, hindering h is less. You
Jeremy hadn't moved, for modoubt s. Jeremy."
ments. Jamie Peterson's symp- progress, deepened his
'This call came after Miss Grahis atreet,
toms hadn't been particularly Twice, before he reached
the ham went home."
alarming. Fever, vomiting-- never he had to get out and clear
"Oh? Then perhaps Song.. ."
corner, the
to les minimized of course In iliag- windshield. Then. at the
"You took it, Eve."
bumper deep Into a drift.
nosts. but actually not sufficient car nosed
"I did?" She gave her head a
putting on the chains. He
for undue anxiety. It could have No tnie
little. {hake. "It's so easy to get
been nothing more serious than too got his bag from the seat beside calls mixed up! I don't remember."
walked the rest of the
' much soda pop. It could have been, him and
"That wrong number . . Was
he thought abruptly, meningitis.. was-.
The only light was the small cede it-Eve ?"
The rapid development of that dis"If I said it was, it was."
porch. lie snapped
ease Wide it the quicleitiller. hide bulb on the
"Did whoever was calling soy II
moComa, death in twenty-four hours, it off behind him. g-ropeil for a
was a wrong number?"
forty-eight at Use outside. He'd ment on the wall ftir the living"Oh, for heaven's s a k e!" She
check with Furlong in the morn- room switch.
Eve's friends had gone, leaving pushed at her plate "A not he I
• ing.
g-etting s
dis- cross-examination.
Coribl 1 hare done something? their usual trail of litter and
on little tired of them, Jeremy."
Anything! The age-old imponder- order. Ash tray. spilled oVer
"I pust wish you'd be a little
broadloom. Glasses were
ables to nag at the doctor. You wood and
on the piano top. He more careful with my calls. Eve.'
reit DO probed, you felt pity and on the tablas,
Iler eyes went round oinri Irmo
and
tensile, you won and.JLost -and moved one off the piano bench
gd saw the white ring on the polished cent. "I said I would, didn't I?"
evellf tune you iont you
O
you said you Would."
"Yes,
yotwaeif, Wby? Could IL somehow? wand. A beautiful surface marred,
"Well. then. Do you think I'd Ile
telephone call ignoredA ,dierrefelln medicine di d n't a patient's
un- about theinV.
make you, a worker of miracles. each was trivial, each of equal
got lip. "Yes. I think youli
'
You had a measure of control over importance te Eve.
Visioning her shrug when he lie about anything that suited you:
death, but yours was not The ultiPeterson purpose."
mate nod or headshaks. But If he would tell her *bout the
(To Re Continued)
through hien. He
had goue to the boy when the boy, anger roared
Cemrigat, 11152. hy Male Mark. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE
HE HAD almost convinced himself that his constant fatigue was
at the root of it. He needed time off
from the hospital Tonight. at dinner, he had almost decided to ask
for a month's leave of absence. lie
and Eve would go south, lie in the
wee end play, and make love. The
prospect made for a lift of spirits.
Now he wee plunged again in
depression. A half hour ago, with
a door closed inexorably in his
face, he knew he'd been a Oeil to
consider a m inth in the sun a
Pewee.
Ka stopped the car, sank ankledeep into the heavy snow, and
scraped off the windshield. Back
In the car, he captiously let out
the clutch. The bac:: wheels spun,
found traction, and the car moved
forvrard slowly.
Again he -saw the door that had
hem closed tight against him, and
again the white-hot anger rose in
him. Ills nostrils dared, his hands
strained at his glove seams, as he
saw again the flat face in the doorframe. Mentally he reconstructed
the conversation. Brief, devastating.
"Good cursing, Mrs. Pederson.
flow.is Jamie?"
"My son d I d this morning."
She'd made a move to close the

TO BE TRULY SCIENTIFIC THAT'S
ABOUT LOVE ---WE'VE
SCIENTIFIC
HUH 1
GOT TO TEST OUR
REACTION AT LEAST
(SHIVER) TWICE --

THE FIRST TEST OF
- I'M
COMPATIBILITY-IS THE 3AME-- IF
LONG-PASSIONATE-- YOU ARE:
ROMANTIC-KISS-SHALL WI TRY IT,
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Vat even though his old one has
another season to run. Hoopell• Say,:
Co_ch Bill Fleming ,ano has been
to-hired for 1953,

iDurocher Still Has Hopes For
131 Giant Pennant; New Contract

_LOOK! LOOK!

WILL FAY THIS WEEK
ti's on thi., sanie American team
By United Press
counter-act So- Heavy Hens
20c
Maybe New York Giant fans, would do much to
15c
have riven up on their "miracle' viet propaganda.
Leghorn*
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12c
boys" of 1961. But not Manager' The Detroit Tigers
and Cox
Phillips
John
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Mrs.. Arthur Fisher of Mar)vt11'.
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Inkiries Plague Big Grid
Squads As Opening Games Near

- •
or
cencehtrate on basketball and.' ATHLETICS' THIRD BASEMAN Billy Hitchcock lets go with a right to
. By Lislitd Press
Football coaches. -spccielly tnosa 1 studies. The 'defending chironions the law of Red Sox catcher Sammy White in Philadelphia in eighth
en- the Pacific coast. are I:manilla from Illinois opened practice With- Inning after Umpire Bill McGowan tossed Hitchcock out of the game
I out linebacker Joe Hall. II: w,11 for protesting plate decisions. "1 lost my head." Hitchcock said later. I
,,bout injuries and the heat:
. Severol Pacific coast Colleies, report in a few days after finish- The fracas got White ejected too. Leaping to separate them are A's
have re-sehechfd morn:ng prac- . ing zest rve marine training. Oh.° catcher Ray Murray and acting manager Tommy Oliver. McGowan also
'lice sessions to escope a ne.it State may lose captain' Bernie I. in the photo. -Pie Red Sox dropped the game 6-4. (ipactreattonalA
I
!Wove that shows temperatures as Skvarka. The Buckeve back has
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LIPTON TEA, lb.
AMERICAN ACE TEA, quarter lb.
WHEAT GERMS, 12 oz. jar
CURED

Bacon, 1 lb. sliced,

I

-#

No other drink
, u up lik•
0.:cks 1,

1.r- Pepper
The specia a5rc, of Dr Pepper g.ves
you new life and energy or *i-rk or a.„
fur. st home erawsv Enjoy it in the" IT
eIs-bottle carton or the 12-bottle carton. Tel,
cob
ar.d look for it at
buy it by the case
t Jda foiantaias and•ennillERIEftittlei Foo

BOONE LAUNDRY and CLEANERS

-

39c

Bacon Squares,
sugar cufid,

lb. 29c
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Beef Stew, tender,
48c
lb.
,vtn,s Mold

Grovel,

Ground Beef, lb. .. 59c

From

For Better Quality

.

no rind, lb.

THE BIG FALL RUSH -7-

to

25c
35c
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Sirloin Steak,
Grade-A, lb. ..

89(

Bologna, 2 lbsv

75(

Pure lard', white,
50 lb. can ... $6.35
QUART
1511

Swore,

Morrells Lard,
Cap

Snow

50 lb. can
FRYERS • FROZEN FOODS

$7.25
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his old one has
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,aiso has been

CLASSIFIED ADS

LOOK!

MIS

WEEK
20c
15c
12c
25c
40c

A
let Price for

4

FOk RENT

•

•
WAhlTE1) TO RENT-Three room
furnished apartment for ceuple
and 8year old child call V 84tic

ad Hama

Produce

FOR RENT: Available Sept. lit 3
room apartment. Duplex. 1615
Miller Ave. Partly furnished.
Call W. Z. Carter 7311-.1
Sec

Phone 441
Phone 441

FOR RENT: Duplex Apartment.
Four -rooms and bath. Newly
unfurnished, 1403
decorated,
Hughes Ave.

1310 WNBS 1349

I Grocery

Friday, September 8, INS

•

at Poplar
,,crall110

_,

K

CO1

O'clock
2, 1952
1045
25.00-28-00
20.00-24.00
25.00-30.00
16.00-18.00
10.00-15.00
14.00-22.00
32.00
30.00
26.50
14.00-23.50

Farm lair
Farm Fair
Hymn Time
Calloway Capers
New'
Morning (;besie
Clock Watcher
to 8:00
11:00 News
8:15 Morning Devotion

8 30
11.45
..„4U
915
11•45
10:00
10:05
10:18
10.30
10.40
11:00
U:15
11:30
11.45

Organ Reveries
Morning special
Moments of Devotion
Melodsl Tline
Public Service
News
Rural RhyUun
Rural Rhythm
Lean Back and Listen
Lean Each and Listen
1340 club
1340 elub
k'avarite Vocals
Harvester Hymntime

12.00 News
12:15 Noontime Frolics
12:30 Church of Christ
. .

aqIc
'Tr It brim,*

0111111111111116
10c
, lb.

Ili red, lb. 10c
rated, lb. 32c
$3.90
3Sc
$2.85
77c

on ..... 87c
61.50
$1.95

bag

$1.95
$2.25

in
•

93c
•$1.49
$1.29
25(

•

35c

SH
lb. sliced,
. 39c

, lb.
uares,

:aid, lb. 29c
pst.first

4, 60c
v, tender,
48c

..

59c

eak,
A, lb. ... 89c
2 !bar

.. 75c

6, white,

:an .

$6.35

Lard,

$7.25
ODS

CERY
•eet

11111111•1111111/

Luncheon Music
All star to 1:45
Here's to Vets
news
Music for you to 2:45
Wonderland of Vision
News
Western Star
Western Star
Music for Wed.
Music for Wed.
Music for Thursday
Music for Thursday
Postcard- Parade to 5:00
Sparta Parade
Teatime Topics
Teatime Topics
sagebrush Serenade
News
Between the Lines
Western Caravan
Western Caravan
With the Bands
With the Bands
St. Louis baseball game to
10:U0
10:00 News
0:15 Listeners Request to 11:00
11:00 Sign Off
12:45
1:00
1:45
2:00
2:06
2:48
:00
3:05
3:15
3:30
345
3:30
345
400
3:00
515
5:30
5:45
6.00
13:111
6,30
8:45
7:00
7:15
7:25

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:43
6:55
1:2O
7:15

20.35

:ket

Phone

Riai

•

Vigorous, hardy varieties such as
'Many rose lovers will admit that Vogue, Ma Perkins, Fred Haward,
Helen Traubel and Chrysler ImMother Nature's tirne .:.chedule
doesn't alway; fit in with their penal, All-America award winown. Spectaclar displ4s ef roses ners, will provide a continous supply of roses which will stand up
often seem to come too early for
the flower show or special event wail under storage conditions.
selected for exhibits from the gut-' The three important factors :n
storitn; orses are temperature,moisden.
Research has now come up with ture and sugar content. A high

wil speed the openbrA_of the flaw-'can be used succeesfully.

ItaCtgerofsit'g
art
als.l
petnre
rAt M
brgiinning
"h
re

, x-6-13.91i1g
-,
d
Sugar is the third factor in
effective rose storage. The greater the quantity of sisgar present
in the rose when it is cut. 'the
better its lasting qualities. Roses
should be cut on a bright day in
the afternoon when the .sugar
supply .has been built to its highestablished mean.
Water is second in importance in est level.
storing roses. To prevent transContainers for storing cut roses
piration, (evaporation of water from
are easily improvised. It should
leaves and petals) ruses should be
be kept in mind that the container
packed in containers that :ire moismust be moisture proof and air
ture proof and air tight. Storing tight.
Mailing tubes coated with
with the stems out of wate: furparaffin, cellophane ceintainers, pother slows down the plant cycle
tabo chip cans and deep freeze
end keeps the flowers from open- wrappers are all materials that
ing. Plunging the stems into water

NANCY

to unfold, and without olaCialf
them in water, place them in tr.e
storage container. Put the container
in the refrigerator and It...ep the
temperature as close to 31 degrees
as the container in the refrigerator and keep the temperature as
close to 31 degrees as possible.
When removing the flowers from
storage,,cut about an inch off the.
stem ends and place •.hem At
warm water to speed up the resumption of .normal functibns.
While the roses are still in warm
wa,ter, place the container in a
cool place for six to eight houre •
to teindition the flowers.
By Ernie linshmiller

---7-GOODNESS-FLYING-

•

FISH

antenna and Poster, used 6
months $7.1.5 or trade for Aeep
freeze. 318 N. 12th phone 312-4
Ste

For The Beat In Radio Entertainment

Gold

1Cut Roses Can
Be Kept For
Two weeks

FOR SALE: New Had Room Suite
$149.95 and three used ones
$09.95, $79.e5, and $80.95. If you
need a bedroom suite come to
FOR SALE: New Kroehler living
Riley's No. 2 Bargain Store, 105
room suites greatly reduced. AlN. 3rd. street.
Sec
so Jamison and Simmons living
room suites reduced. Many bargains in used suites $14.95 up. FOR SALE: Hpuse hold furniture,
sofa bed, dining room suite, bed
Riley's No. 2 Bargain Store, 103
room suites, piano, retrigerator,
N. 3rd Street.
See
rugs, and etc., also a few farm
_
tools--May be seen at the home
FOR SALE: Two ready' to go reof the late Jake Mayer, Hazel,
frigeratars $39.95 and $79.85.
Ky. on Thursday and Friday,
you need a refrigerator, we
need the space. Riley's No. '4
Sept. 4th and 5th.
Sept. 5p
Bargain Store, 105 N. 3rd .street
FOR
By
SALE:
owner,
seen
large
Sec
room two bath house witn,breek____
fast room and utility room. Well
FOR SALE: Used washers from
insulated. Electric heat, attic
$29.95 Act $71.0.95. Also new Maywith storage space, house only
tag washers. All models if you
one year old. Call 201.
s5c
a i.e
need a washer, be aui
these. Riley's No. 2 LiaripAn FOR
SALE: Admiral television, 11
Store, 106 N. 3rd Street
Ilk
inch console with doors. 25 ft

• FOR SALE -

FOR RENT: Two apartments, 3
3 rooms each, furuished and unfurnished. Telephone 530-3 or
746-11
Sec

, change without
lee

par ward, maialama oars*
1100 for 17 wards. Temp ea& is
advance for asallo inwards&
Sc

pr
ca suggestions to maize temperature will speed the normal
;the storing of roses more effective functions-of The
rOie and"
and reliable for home gardeners. quickly
past its peak. Recent exEire( laments demonstrate Ciat un-I
periments showed that cut roses
der the right conditions, flowers
lest best at a constant temptracan be kept for almost two weeks ture of 31 degrees. In the average
and still compare favorably with! home refrigerator, roses
should
fresh cut flowers.
be kept on the first shelf below
unit
where thi temNaturally, good results depend the freezing
primarily on good healthy plants. perature will be closest to the

WHETHER it's a leiter you want
mailed to 20,000, or just a dozen
party tallies or favors--a club
year book or a program sheet.
For the best in Mimeographing
call PROFESSIONAL MIMEOGRAPHING SERVICE PHONE
1385
S4c

0 0 0

FOR SALE: Used Frigidaire Refrigerator, phone 1084-R
s4c

HEY ---CAN'T YOU
THIS
SEE
..
SIGN 2.)--j----)7

FOR SALE Eight beautiful collie
puppies, sable and white, finest
bloodlines; also several tiny little black and tan old fashion
reit terriers, very reasonable See
them
Sun. Sept 7th.
only
Tel. 177
Stip

immemmw

NOTICE

Th
NO

WILL CARE for two children in
my home while mother works,
ages 3-5 preferred. Call 1555-R
Stip

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
. IN ONE HOUR
If not pleased, your 40e bat it.
This STRONG funglede SLOUCtilit
OFF the outer skin to expose burled fungi. Kill.. it on contact. Get
Greasless, instant-drying
at
any drug store. Today at Holland
Drug store.

DOGS

ALLOWED
IN PARK

IL
ABBIE an' SLATS

tee Us toe 0/ -v. -10.•• •••••••••0
vv. It2b, klv.••• •

• S.

SEPT --n°

log

ItillE11111111111111M

HERE THEY ARE-- YEAH-50
WHAT KIND QC
UMMM--- YOU'RE
DAME AM I
IMPULSIVE - - •
STRONG-WILLED-- SUPPOSED TO

YOU NEt0 THE SAME
TYPE-'-A GIRL WHO ADORES
YOU BECAUSE YOU'RE
EXACTLY LIKE HER--

By Raebara Vaa
IT (SIGH )*
LIKE MEI 1311TWHERE AM I GOING MUST BE - AE,
TO DIG Le A GIRL SLATS, DARLING -•
MEETING THIS
LIKE THAT
WAY---

Buren

YOU ME AN --(CHOKE) ISN'T IT THE
MADDEST KIND
--THAT YOU'RE
OF COINCIDENCE ,
MY"TYPE
SLATS-MY RING HERE-SHALL WE TRY THE FIRST
REAL TEST---A
ti 155

A PUSHOVER

ragtie
by

ELSIE MACK

ceelbraa5 Kn

Ivivirilerval•MIL
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went noisily upstairs, determined
woman telephoned? . . .
her, snake her face up to
lie stood In the snow, quite still, to waken
thing tonight.
this
unbelieving-- until at last he had
She wasn't in their room. She I
been compelled to believe.
probably moved on with the
He had received no message, last had
party, to another house, to the
night, from Mrs. Peterson.
Country club . . . Well, no matter.
There had been several calls Ile couldn't have talked with her
during the evening. Eve had taken tonight, anyway. She'd have
all of them. She'd chattered inter- yawned In his face.
minably with one of her friends
He would have it out with her
about the gowns they'd wear at the
morning.
club New Year's part y. She'd In the
She wore the embroidered silk
turned down an invitation for
bridge. "You didn't want to go, did housecoet with the red cord frogs
you?" No, he hadn't wanted to go. all down the front. For breakfast,
And once she'd said, when Jeremy Song Lee served them braised kidlooked up inquiringly from the neys and bacon and tumblers of
radio as she carne from the tele- orange Juice, and the sun blazed
phone, "Wrong number,' darling." on whiteness outside and lay in
across the table.
narrow it
Casually, easily.
It all looks so perWrong numb( r. Jeremy had Jeremy thought,
stood on the Petersons' steps until fect.
Eve murmured, "You're not eatthe snow lay deep in the rim of his
fedora, tufted hie shoulders. At ing," and heaped her own plate.
last he'd stumbled along the un- She boasted that her weight never
went above one hundred and ten.
shoveled walk to his car.
It waa quite possible that the no matter what she ate.
Jeremy said, **Jamie Peteryn
boy' might not have lived, anyway.
But he, and the child's mother, died yesterday."
Her brows matched
"Peterson?"
would have had the consolation of
everything done within their power. the upward intonation. She cocked
Eve had not lied about that tele- her head a little to one aids.
"Good evening, Mrs. Puttrault. If
He looked at her and away. She
phOne message . .
how is Idiotic?"
Things had gone far beyond that wouldn't know, of, course. Jones,
.My son d I c d this morning."
in the Smith, Peterson. All the same, to
She'd made a move to close'the simple remedy of a month
sun. In this moment of rerogni- Eve.
Futility stung through him.
, he yaw sif the eventual mePttrirson. i iii me.-•
Iles and petty, "Eve,- he said. 'There was a tele4/ frvd to get you. Last night I nuults of Eve's
Again and phone call for me front Mrs. Petercalk(' your house. Mrs. Ireland pointless subterfuges.
between son night before last. Why didn't
said that you were not nt home. I again her lies would be
,
as she I get it?"
left a measag,with her that Jamie them. She lied as easily
you'?"
end her lies
had takes' a fern for the worse. laughed. And In the
shan't Bet the message." he
You did 'lot rome. This morning, wogrtidsosh them miles apart:
you despise the lies With- said.
Doctor Furlong came ...But
"Mies Graham is getting careout coming to despise the liar? -Jamiels dead."
The snowdrifts, hindering h IS less. You should speak to leir,
Jeremy hadn't moved, for moo U b t s. Jeremy."
menta. Jamie Peterson's, mymp- progress, deepened his d
"This call came after Miss :11rareached his street,
toms hadn't been particularly Twice, before he
•
the ham went home."
clear
and
out
get
to
had
alarming. Fever, vomiting--never he
"Oh? Then perhaps Song . . ."
windshield. Then, at the corner, the
to be minimized of course In diag"You took it, Eve."
deep into a drift.
nosis, but actually not suftkient ear nosed bumper
"I did?" She gave her head •
the chains. He
for undue anxiety. It could have No use putting on
shake. "It's so easy to get
little
beside
seat
been nothing more serious than too got his bag from the
the rest of the calls mixed up! I don't remember."
much Linda ppp. It could have been, him and walked
"That wrong number . . . Was
be thmight abruptly, meningitis. way.
The only light was the small out- it, Eve?"
The rapid development of that dis"If I said it was, it was."
snapped
ease made it the quick killer. side bulb qn the porch. He
"Did whoever wari calling say it
for a moComa, death in twenty-four hours, It off behind him. groped
was• wrong number?"
forty-eight at thee outside. He'd ment on the wall for the living"Oh, for heaven's s a k e!" Sin
check with Furlong in the morn- room sreiitch.
Five', friends had gone, leaving pushed at ner plate. "A nothet
ing.
cross-examination. I'm getting s
Could 1 hare done somethingf their usual trail of litter and dison little tired of them. Jeremy."
Anything! The age-old imponder- order. Ash trays spilled ov'er
"I just wish you'd be a little
Glasses were
ables to nag at the doctor. You wood and broadloom.
top. He more careful with my calls, Eve.'
tot and probed, you feltpity and on the tables, on the piano
lice eyes went round and Irmo
and
triumph, you won and lost - and moved one off the piano bench
polished cent. "I said I would, didn't I?"
every time you lont you inked saw the white ring on -the
"Yen,
you said you Wand."
yourself, Why? Could I. somehow? wood. A beautiful surface marred,
"Well, tffen. Do you think I'd lb
can ignored A degree In medicine di d n't a patient's telephone
equal un- about them?"
make to a worker of miracles. each was trivial. each of
He got up. •'Yes. I think you't
You had a measure of control over importance to Eve.
Visioning her shrug when he lie about anything that suited you,
death, but yours was not the ultiPetermen Inerilese."
mate nod or beaashake. But it he would tell her shout the
(To Br ('ontinartl)
through Mtn.. Ile
had guile to the boy when the boy, anger roared
Copyright,. Hit 5YRIsle Nark, Pint rilso t 0,1 by King F..vlur,v ft) ndirate.
•

CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE
HE HAD almost convinced himself that his constant fatigue was
at the root of it. He needed time off
from the hospital. Tonight. at dinner, he had almost decided to ask
for a month's leave of absence. Ile
and Eve would go south, lie in the
sun, and play, and make loie. The
prospect made for a lift of spirits.
Now he was plunged again in
depression. A half hour ago, with
a door closed inexorably In his
face, he knew he'd been a fool to
consider • m 'nth in the sun a
panacea.
Hi stopped the car, sank ankledeep into the h e av y snow, and
scraped off the windshield. Back
In the car, he cautiously let out
the clutch. The bac:: wheels spun,
found traction, and the car moved
forward slowly.
Again he saw the door that had
been closed tight against him, and
again the white-hot. anger rose St
kim. His nostrils flared, his hands
strain.," at his glove seams. as he
saw again the flat face in the doorfrsunc. Mentally he reconstructed
the conversation. Brief, devastating.

hy

TO BE TRULY SCIENTIFIC THAT'S
ABOUT LOVE --WE'VE
GLINTING,
GOT TO TEST OUR
HUH 1
REACTION AT LEAST
(SHIVER) TWICE--

YOU (GASP!)

PASSED:

THE FIRST TEST OF
.I•• I'M
COMPATIBILITY-IS THE GAME-- IF
LONG -- PASSIONATE- YOU ARE:
ROMANTIOH4065--•
SHALL WI TRY IT,
SLATS, DARLING
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Rev. and Mrs. Orval Austin and

and Mrs. Tom Scruggs and

Nancy,
dau`ghters, Mary Jane and
children. Toni and Tiimmy. rind have been visiting in Louisville.
•
Mr. and .Mrs. Ben Hill spent'the
rg, Ill., visitweekend in Harrisbu
,
ing Mr. and Mrs.. Wade Duncan
and son. Denald, and Mr. and Mis.
Jimmy Coker.

and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wolfe
daughter who have been residing
in
in Murray are now living
Paducah. Mrs. Wolfe is

the former

Joette Smith,

Jo

Oruup II CUT Has
Meeting -it Church
Tuesday Afternoon

Jessie Ludwick
Circle Meets With
Manone Crawford

Mrs. Claude Rowland and her
daughter. Ruth Ray. presented the
program at the meeting of Group
II of the Christian Women's Eel.lowship of the Furst Christian
Church held Tuesday afternoon at
two-trurty o'clock at the church.
"Christ's Concern for Human
Rights" was the subject of the
program given by the ladies. Miss
Rowland also sang a solo.
Mrs. R. L. Wade chairman. presided at the meeting.
Hostesses for Group II were
J. H. Coleman. Mrs Ed Filbeck
and Mrs. V. C. Wells for the joint
social hour with Group I.

Miss Manone Crawtord was hostess to the Jessie tildwick Circle
of the College Presbyterian Chorea
Tugsday at her home "in Lynn
Grove.
Beside the members and hostesses two visitors, Mrs. Joel Crawford and Miss Elizabeth Woods
were present.
The president opened the meeting promptly at three o'clodk with
a verse of serinture and information concerning foreign mission
work in Pakistan and the national
mission program in the central
area. She led in prayer for di.: ,
workers in these fields.
usg„ charhe Crawford gave
highlights of the national missions
for the last 150 years. The mission
board is celebrating its 150th anniversary this year. Mrs. Crawford conducted .the. bu.siness sessicita
charge
Woods
r,m
ffgie
preo
th_e. Z
ofXrs
for thve.sel.}iny

Twenty-one lit,/ a Ta
visitors were present
Group II meeting.

for

the
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Miss Joan Love Becomes Bride Of Cpl.
John Bowker In Lovely Home Ceremony

La
1 11101151 SNOW PAVIL/0/4,
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Piss Walker ,-1 3d
Billy R. Thurman
Married Saturday

Billy Ray Thurman. son of Mr,*.
Lois Thurman and the late Percy
Thurman of Murray.
The ;mile A.:Mg ceremony was

read in the home of Bro. Loyd
Wilson on Saturday. August 30, at

Fall."
Refreshments were served to
twenty-one members, two new

Cpl. and Mrs. Jelin dowser

Rev H C.

'i processional.

Witt' iii 8U6S 14tJ..

I The bride given in marriage by
• Iter- father, was dressed in her

with
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For Lands Sake4Sow
TURF •OATS

$2.40 Bu.

'BARLEY

$3.50 Bu.

BARLEY, Certified Kenbar

.. $18.00 Cwt.
90c Lb.

HAIRY VETCH .
WESTERN LADINO

CERTIFIED KENLAND RED CLOVER

66c Lb.

TIMOTHY

23c Lb.

RED TOP

53c Lb.

4,!tED

44c Lb.

CLOVER

Also hays: a supply of both Certified and
Un-certified Ky. 31 Fescue along with
Crimson Clover, Rye Grass, Orchard Grass
ind mixtures at attractive prices.

WE SPECIALIZE IN SEEDS
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cork and
They're ounces tighttir...thos• flexible platforms of
loom wrapped in durable neoprene crepe! Smooth leather
block. The
In bright Red or mellow Benedictine, bound in
ctocll
kilti• also In brown. Black or Grey suede. Yalva•pri
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Class
Ti.. Young Women
-art at the home of Mrs J. B.
'aurkeen. 301 -North 17th Street. at
even-thiriy o'clock /
,
•••

YOURS FOR ONLY
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$429.95
Easy Terms

Mt

'Ft

Sa3

Tuesday. Bepteildoer I

•hree o'clock as follows:
Via Sierid with • Mrs.. Laverne
'irr.
Thomas with Mrs 'Iteiwie
Earnie .B4rElLath
qeorge IJpehureft.
Nannie Gravea with
Keys

with
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help
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CAPITOL

SIX-GUN PATROL
IN KAZIN.SUM
TEINITORT 1
• Takes no more floor space than your
refrigerator.
• Handy as a pantry - no stooping, no lifting. no "digging- for foods.
• Open design let-Freeze Shelves provide
plenty of freezing area-assure fast,
penetrating cold.
• S-position Adjust-a-Shelf lifts out for
extra bulky packages.
• Two roll-out Baskets on lifetime Nylon
rollers hold 22-lbs. each - perfect for
-mall packages and extra ice cubes.

LAKEVIEW
DRIVE-IN

The follr.wing circles of the Wri,rar's Missionary Society of the
First Baptist Church will meet aif.

Thursday and Friday
"ON THE RIVIERA"
with Danny Kaye and
Gene Tierney

...11714OR ALIT
wee
MINN MN=
Serial an
PLUS
Cartoon

Mrs.

Mrs. B. B

nes

72/ESE TWO

Food Served The Way'
You Like It

.

Plate Lunches, Short Orders •,

Ifome Missions. A. coveted disa
luncheon will be served.

Special Dinners on Sundays

•• •
Thursday. ReMember 11'

i

Port Mission 'Circle
'will riaaa at the Baptist Mission at
three o'clock.

. Th,,

Five

uj teeft
i.

PAUL and RUTH EALEY, Proprietors
f Square on West Main

d• 1. 5-YEAR FOOD
INSURANCE POLICY!
Insures you for 5 years against food
spoilage due to mechanical failure.

2. PORTABLE

hob!

HANDY COOLER!

gen

Perfect for frozen food shopping,
picnics. Holds 4 gallons, 300 ice
cubes. Remtwable troy for sandwiches.

othr
stet
see

Fiberglas insulation keeps food hot or
cold for hours.

Oec
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'01
feel

ECCENOMY HARDWARE STORE

THOROUGHBRED GRILL

.

arRAs

Aff0fADOMOI/Al COSTS!

of the First Baptist Church will
meet' at ten o'clock at the church
.,, observe the Week of Prayer for

41fi

EAST MAIN STREET
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that

FRI- • sad SAT.

' Made to Order
,sis •
‘0.1 or Gas Tanks
Murray Machine & Tool Ca.
Phone 338
asict•d to bring a covered dish.
• ••
Nendlay, September

the cTuhlinute

is St

man
theri
TI

>

home with them for a visit.
•••
David Gowans
Mr. and Mr148te
after visiting
have returned h,
relatives in Detro , Mich.
- -

thirty o'clock.
The chairman, Mrs H. C. Corn,
presided at the meeting.
Mrs. Warren Swann. Mrs. C. B.
Fair and Mrs. Effie Moroni gave
the subject,
on
program
the
denias.#
Mrs. Bowker was valedictosian "Christ's Concern For Human
of the 1952 graduating class of Rights."
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Murray High School where she

WedoWaRs?..04telsber IS
Th,. Woman's.Missionarr Society

W.D.Shoemaker seed to.
T4'14hOne

-nc
all is
fist
the

in Murray on Saturday.
Mrs. W. F. Skinner will return

church Tuesday afternoon at two

Following the reception Ilse
couple left for a wedding trio to
Chattanooga and Lookout Mountain with Mrs. Bowker wearind a
navy blue nylon dress with white
accessories and a corsage of gar-

enoi
in s
take
Cr,
Bt,

church

Group I of the Christian WoAn arrangement of whit. gladioli
was placed on the buffrt in the men's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church 4 met at the
dining room.

The Garden Dep., i•at-11"--tha
-.1urray Woman's Club will meet
at ten o'clock
go to the Maurice Crass' cabin
Kentuckt Lake. Each membar

"What's On the Tag sls In the Bag"

'

for

Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Ruskjer, for-

Mrs. H C. Corn
Presides,At Meeting.
Of Grout) I CWF

ery and white flowers.
Miss Elsie Love presided at the
punch bowl and Mrs. J. H. Carter served the cake. "

The coupl) will reside in Clarksville. Term, where the brideggoom
/ I is stationed with the army at Fort

Social Calendar

• • ••

P. 0. BoX 212

Plearant

•• •

street length dress of white Imported organdy trimmed -.vith organdy nylon lace. The bodice was
tieht fitting with, low cut neckthe skirt W33 very full.
line
She wore matching mitts of white
rirgandy Her shoulder length veil had the leading part in "Showboat?' H. P. Wear.
Mrs. Otry Paschall and' Mrs.
of illusion was attached to a white and the senior play.' She has ...sen
sat n hat embroidered with seed active in GA work and hes been Frank Wainsend were hostesses

1,

$3.30Ala$1.65 Bu.

--9141110A--R-TC. . ..

mained at Mt.

• • •

tuette was surrounded witn green-

ing
tran

longer visit.

The bride recently completed
her nurseries training course at
Murray State College and is now
finishing her training at Hopkinsville. The bridegroom is now employed at the F. H. McGraw Co.
in Paducah.

carnations.
A reception was held after the
cerem
The table was overlaid wth a
white embroidered cloth. The three
tiered wedding cake topped with
miniature bride and groom sta-

Flea
insi;
mar

panied home by her nephew, John
Kim. for a visit. MIFS Weihing's
mother. Mrs. .1. G. Weihing. .re-

eppr manager of the Murray Hosnow at the Waverly Hills,
the couple left pleat,
dinner
the
Afte
,
the speakElsie Love. the bride's sister, wore for an unannounced wedding trip Ky., sanatarium, will be
er at the Seventh Day Adventist
a green dress with a corsage of
white

Mtn

pearls.
assistant organist at the First Bap- for Group I for the joint social
She carried a bridal bouquet of tist Church for the past few v; ars. hour with the members of Group
gardenias.
Conporal Bowker graduated from a
Miss . Maxine' McDnegal, the Nashville High • School and has
-dc's Only attendart. wor•s a served with the army for the oast
ress of blue nylon fashioned sim- five years

- sr..- •• ar

CAN

Chiles

,lock, in the afternoon ond Suniv Augur! 31.
The ceremony was read under
- e white wrou ght iron arch
7.inst a background of maroon
--;pea pulled to enclose trot icThe arch was outre
ith huckleberry and green•-y and arrangements of white
ry5anthemums and gladioli.
Mrs Van Barnett' was the orand Mrs. Rob Ray was the
-! Mrs. Barnett played several
• lections and "Lietr,rstraum" dur.,-; the ceremony. Mrs Ray sang
'•Oh Promise Me" "rho traditional
wedding march was used for ,the

$71.50
17 Jewel
Quality
Movement

69c.,

liar to the bride's She wore blue
white linen cloth and centered atitb
mitts and a band hat He: bouq'iei. a beautiful four tiered wedding
s.
glamellia
was of yellow
cake topped with miniature bride
Corporal Fred Rossas served as
and groom statuette. Dinner guests
om.
bridegro
the
bestman for
included the bridal party, Mr.
green
a
wore
The bride's mother
and. Mrs. Albert Poole. James Edes
accessori
white
crepe dress with
ward Poole. Miss Ila Fay Hurt
and her corsage was of fujii chryMrs. Walker.
performed the santhemums and tube roses. Ws and Mr and

In a very lovely ceremony at
members. two %%Awn. miss Rachel the home of the bride's oarents.
Rowland. and nine n-rnielren.
Miss Joan Love. daughter of Mr.
The next meeting will be held and Mrs. Hunter Love of 'Murray.
on the second Tuesday in pctoter became the br!cle of Corporal John
with Mrs. J.. D Wall.
Boniter of Nashville. Tenn., arid
-- Fort Campbell

THE MOST HONORED
WATCH
Longines - Wittnauer
Hugh Style - High Quality
Watches for discriminating
people.
See Our Complete
Selection

;40

The table was overlaid with

Eon
fact

•

Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Parks, Sr,
had as their weekend4tuest Airman Second Class Rut5ert Parks,
Jit, who is stationed at the Headquarters Technical Training Air
a dress of blue nylon jersey with Force Base near Biloxi, Miss.
black accessories. She wore a
•••
corsage of white carnations.
Nix Myers of MemMrs.
and
Mr.
Miss Rains wore a suit of white
Tenn., spent the. weekend
gabardine with black accessories phis. relatives in Murray.
with
and her corsage was of white car• • •
nations.
retierned
MISS Lydia W'eihing has
Following the ceremony a wedfrom a visit with her sister. Mrs.
ding dinner was -held at the home
S. P. Kim n and family in Mt.
of the brides, parents
Pleasant. Mich. She v:as accom-

Lassiter Home
Scene Of Meeting

..r

$5.95

four o'clock in.the afternoon.
Attendants were Miss Francs
Raines and J. P. Walker. only
,
brother of the bride.
The bride chose for her wedding

• • •

Mak

is **ea in forest***

and Mr. and Mrs. Collie Barnett.
Airman' Barnett is stationed at
the Headquarters Technical Training Air Force Base.

.

D
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FLATS

PERSONAL':

•

Jewelers.

cre-Re-

Airman First Class and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Walker of Ted J. Barnett of Biloxi, Miss,
Murray announce the marriage of spent the weekend with their partheir only „daughter. Ern:04..1n. to ents, Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Parks

prayer.,..iby Mrs. ScherfLus' after
which the hostess served delicious
refreshments.

•
••
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The East Side Homemakers Club
inlet in the home of Mrs. Rupert
Lassiter Wednesday afterhoon with
a' record breaking number present.
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger presented
the lesson' on "Style Treads For

4( imimmEx
•
-

Lindsey's

$59.50
17 Jewels
Matching Band

The Bible. study from, "Christ
the Word" was given by Mrs. B. F.
Soherffius assisted by Mrs. J. L.
Kern. Mrs. Woods. Mrs. Ada Hubbard. Mrs. Charlie Crawford and
the guest, Mrs. Joel Caawford.
The meeting was closed -v.-ith

-T.-, • ROBERT LJACKS• goTiff=
LM Itailsco • Louis win

••

From $33.75 up

subject, -Alaska." She presented
the program in lecture form • with
the use fif maps after which a
discussion was held.

WALTER BRENNAN • Yea Tway

THE PRECISION WATCH
Smart new ityles, accurate
and dependable movements.
See our complete selection
of fine.Gruen Watches.

GRUEN

